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KHS Mocha / Latte Folding Instructions
Thank you for purchasing a KHS Mocha or Latte folding bike. This guide will show you step-by-step
how to best fold your bike. With some practice, you can easily fold the bike within 20-30 seconds!
If you have any questions, please contact your friendly KHS dealer for assistance.

1A.

1B.

Pivot
90˚

1. Fold the right-side pedal by first pressing in the pedal from the outer edge, then pivot the cage
90˚, and the pedal will snap into position.

2.
2. Rotate the crank so that the folded pedal is pointing toward the rear wheel. (For Latte, you
have to lift up the rear wheel off the ground and rotate the crank in the forward direction)

3.
3. Hold one hand onto the handle bar. Press in the small safety pin while opening the larger
quick-release on the head-stem with the other hand.

4.
4. Turn the quick-release lever onto a horizontal position to disengage the safety latch,
then fold down the head-stem. If you have a Mocha, be careful that the cables do not snag
on the folding mechanism.
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5.
5. Return the kickstand to the up position, if not already there. Make sure to kick at the release
lever (circled in the picture).

6A.
6B.
6. Open/Loosen the quick-release on the main body. Next, swing the quick-release lever toward
the rear of the bike.

7.
7. Pull up on the quick-release lever to release the safety pin, thus un-latching the folding
mechanism safety pin.

8.
8. Fold the bike in half. If you have Mocha, be careful that the cables do not snag on the folding
mechanism.
CONGRATUATIONS!
You have successfully folded your bike!!
To un-fold the bike, simply reverse the folding instructions.
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